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RHIC!

NSRL!LINAC!
Booster!

AGS!

Tandems!

STAR!
6:00 o’clock!

PHENIX!
8:00 o’clock!

Electron lenses!
10:00 o’clock!

Polarized Jet Target!
12:00 o’clock!

RF!
4:00 o’clock!

(Electron cooling)!
2:00 o’clock!

RHIC – a High Luminosity (Polarized) Hadron Collider"

Operated modes (beam energies):!
Au – Au "3.8/4.6/5.8/10/14/32/65/100 GeV/n"
U – U "96.4 GeV/n"
Cu – Cu "11/31/100 GeV/n"
p↑ – p↑ "11/31/100/205/250/255 GeV "
d – Au*   "100 GeV/n      "
Cu – Au* "100 GeV/n "
Planned or possible future modes:!
Au – Au "2.5 GeV/n  
p↑ – A* "100 GeV/n (A = Au, Cu, Al) "     "
3He – A* "100 GeV/n (A = Au, Cu, Al)"
p↑ – 3He↑* "166 GeV/n             (*asymmetric rigidity)"

Achieved peak luminosities:!
Au – Au (100 GeV/n) "195 × 1030 cm-2 s -1"
p↑ – p↑  (255 GeV) "245 × 1030 cm-2 s -1"
Other large hadron colliders (scaled to 255 GeV):!
Tevatron (p – pbar) "110 × 1030 cm-2 s -1"
LHC (p – p)                  "493 × 1030 cm-2 s -1"

EBIS!

BLIP!
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eRHIC: QCD Facility at BNL  
Add an electron accelerator to the existing $2.5B RHIC  

including existing RHIC tunnel and cryo facility"

e-!

p!

80% polarized electrons: 
6.6 – 21.2 GeV"

Pol. light ions (He-3)  
17 - 167 (184*) GeV/u"

Light ions (d, Si, Cu)"
Heavy ions (Au, U)"
10 - 100 (110*) GeV/u"

70% polarized protons "
25 - 250 (275*) GeV"

Center-of-mass energy range: 30 – 145 GeV!
Any polarization direction in electron-hadron collisions!

protons!
electrons!

* It is possible to increase RHIC ring energy by 10%!
!



Lepton-‐nucleon	  sca.ering	  

�  Deep	  Inelastic	  Scattering	  (DIS)	  of	  
electron,	  muon	  and	  neutrino	  beams	  
on	  nucleons	  (fixed	  targets)	  has	  been	  a	  
vital	  scientific	  exploration	  tool	  for	  
several	  decades.	  

�  Experiments	  at	  SLAC	  (late	  60s)	  led	  to	  
the	  quark-‐parton	  model	  of	  nucleons,	  
and	  ultimately	  to	  establishing	  QCD	  
theory.	  

�  Numerous	  DIS	  experiments	  in	  70-‐80s	  
uncovered	  the	  momentum	  and	  spin	  
distribution	  of	  quark	  constituents	  of	  
proton	  and	  neutron	  

	  

HERA	  (1991-‐2007):	  first	  electron-‐proton	  collider	  
Higher	  CME	  -‐>	  reach	  to	  the	  momentum	  

distribution	  of	  quark	  and	  gluons	  at	  very	  low	  
momentum	  fraction	  (x)	  

Selection	  of	  physics	  results:	  
Ø  precise	  data	  on	  details	  of	  the	  proton	  

structure	  
Ø  the	  discovery	  of	  very	  high	  density	  of	  sea	  

quarks	  and	  gluons	  present	  in	  the	  proton	  at	  
low-‐x	  

Ø  detailed	  data	  on	  electro-‐weak	  electron-‐
quark	  interactions	  	  

Ø  precision	  tests	  of	  QCD	  (αs	  measurements)	  



From	  HERA	  to	  future	  EICs	  	  

Heavy	  ion	  beams	  
Polarized e-,e+ (27.5 GeV) 
Unpolarized protons (920 GeV) 
Peak luminosity: 5⋅1031 cm-2 s-1 

 

Polarized	  protons	  and	  light	  ions	  
(in	  addition	  to	  polarized	  electrons)	  

p 

e- 

e+ 

HERA Much	  higher	  luminosity:	  
1033-‐1034	  cm-‐2	  s-‐1	  

Future colliders 

Different	  (and	  variable)	  
Center-‐of-‐Mass	  Energy	  
range	  



Major	  physics	  objec@ves	  of	  eRHIC	  

Parton	  
distributions	  and	  
interaction	  in	  

nuclei	  

eRHIC	  
	  

Probing	  the	  
nucleon’s	  spin	  

structure	  

3-‐dimensional	  
imaging	  of	  the	  

nucleons	  

Mapping	  the	  gluon	  
content	  of	  ions	  and	  

protons;	  
High-‐density	  gluon	  
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Figure 3.10: The theoretical expectations for the saturation scale at medium impact parameter
from Model-I as a function of Bjorken-x and the nuclear mass number A.

for the two structure functions, where the su-
perscripts p and A label the structure func-
tions for the protons and nuclei correspond-
ingly. Ratios like those in Eq. (3.7) can be
constructed for the quark and gluon nuclear
PDFs too. The ratio for the gluon distribu-
tion compares the number of gluons per nu-
cleon in the nucleus to the number of gluons
in a single free proton. Since the structure
function FL measures the gluon distribution
xG(x,Q2) [10, 152], the ratio RL(x,Q2) is
close to the ratio RG(x,Q2) of the gluon
PDFs in the nucleus and the proton normal-
ized the same way,

RG(x,Q
2) ≡

xGA(x,Q2)

AxGp(x,Q2)
. (3.8)

A sample of theoretical predictions for
the ratio RG(x,Q2) for the gluon PDFs
is plotted in Fig. 3.11, comprising sev-
eral DGLAP-based models along with the
saturation-based prediction. Note that the
DGLAP equation, describing evolution in
Q2, can not predict the x dependence of
distribution functions at low-x without the
data at comparable values of x and at lower
Q2: hence the DGLAP-based “predictions”

in Fig. 3.11 strongly suffer from the uncer-
tainty in various ad hoc parameterizations
of the initial conditions for DGLAP evolu-
tion. Conversely, the saturation prediction
is based on the BK equation (3.3), which
is an evolution equation in x, generating a
very specific x-dependence of the distribu-
tion functions that follows from QCD: this
leads to a narrow error band for the satura-
tion prediction.

All existing approaches predict that the
ratio RG would be below one at small-x: this
is the nuclear shadowing phenomenon [161],
indicating that the number of small-x glu-
ons per nucleon in a nucleus is lower than
that in a free proton. In the DGLAP-based
description of nuclear PDFs, shadowing is in-
cluded in the parameterizations of the initial
conditions for DGLAP evolution. In the sat-
uration/CGC approach, gluon mergers and
interactions dynamically lead to the decrease
in the number of gluons (and other partons)
per nucleon as compared to that in a sin-
gle proton: this results in the shadowing of
PDFs and reduction of structure functions as
well.

One can clearly see from Fig. 3.11 that
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Figure 1.7: Left: A schematic illustrating the interaction of a parton moving through cold
nuclear matter: the hadron is formed outside (top) or inside (bottom) the nucleus. Right: The
ratio of the semi-inclusive cross-section for producing a pion (red) composed of light quarks,
and a D0 meson (blue) composed of heavy quarks in e+lead collisions to e+deuteron collisions,
plotted as a function of z, the ratio of the momentum carried by the produced hadron to that
of the virtual photon (γ∗), as shown in the plots on the left.

much lower value of x, approaching the re-
gion of gluon saturation. In addition, the

EIC could for the first time reliably quantify
the nuclear gluon distribution over a wide
range of momentum fraction x.

1.2.3 Physics Possibilities at the Intensity Frontier

The subfield of Fundamental Symmetries in nuclear physics has an established history of
key discoveries, enabled by either the introduction of new technologies or the increase in
energy and luminosity of accelerator facilities. While the EIC is primarily being proposed for
exploring new frontiers in QCD, it offers a unique new combination of experimental probes
potentially interesting to the investigations in Fundamental Symmetries. For example,
the availability of polarized beams at high energy and high luminosity, combined with a
state-of-the-art hermetic detector, could extend Standard Model tests of the running of
the weak-coupling constant far beyond the reach of the JLab12 parity violation program,
namely toward the Z-pole scale previously probed at LEP and SLC.

10

1.2.3 Physics Possibilities at the Intensity Frontier

In vacuum"

Inside the nucleus"
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eRHIC History Line 
•  I. Ben-Zvi, J. Kewisch, J. Murphy, S.Peggs, “Accelerator Physics Issues in eRHIC”, Nuclear 

Instrumentations and Methods in Physics Research A 463 (2001), p.94. "

•  eRHIC ZDR (the ring-ring design with L~1032 cm-2 s-1; ERL linac-ring as backup)  (2004)."

•  ERL-based eRHIC with separated re-circulating passes"
•  L~1034 cm-2 s-, high hadron beam intensity, upgrades in hadron ring, Space Charge Compensation"
•  Energy staging. First stage eRHIC: 4-5 GeV electron machine."
"

•  2012-2013: Work on cost optimized machine design."
•  Bottom-up cost estimate and optimization: minimal cost first stage (5 GeV) eRHIC with separated 

re-circulating passes: $530 mln. (detector(s) not included)."

•  FFAG re-circulating passes + permanent magnets"
•  construction and operational cost savings"
•  No energy staging. Using FFAG passes widens the energy reach at moderate cost."

•  10 GeV FFAG design has been evaluated by Machine Advisory Committee (Nov. 2013) :"
  ”The MAC congratulates the eRHIC design team for its ingenious and novel use of the FFAG concept.”"
"
•  The “eRHIC Design Study” report includes the Accelerator Design Chapter presenting main 

features of eRHIC FFAG design."

 1 

  

eRHIC Design Study  
An Electron-Ion Collider at BNL 

 

 

 
 

September 2014   
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FFAG eRHIC Design"
²  Up to 21.2 GeV electron beam accelerated with Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) inside existing RHIC tunnel 

collides with existing 250 GeV polarized protons and 100 GeV/n HI RHIC beams"
²  Single collision of each electron bunch allows for large disruption, giving high luminosity and full electron 

polarization transparency"
²  Use 2 FFAG magnet strings in RHIC tunnel to transport up to 16 beams"
²  Considered permanent magnet design for  FFAG lattice magnets "
²  Cool hadron beam 10-fold in all directions using coherent electron cooling (CeC) at reduced  intensity of 

hadron beam "
²  IR design with β*= 5 cm using SC magnet technology and crab-crossing scheme"
²  Average polarized electron current of  50 mA "

1.32 GeV 
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eRHIC beam parameters and luminosities"

Future luminosity upgrade!
The proton beam intensity is only at ~15% of present level. "
Open path to the moderate cost luminosity upgrade  the future by increasing the 
hadron beam intensity (by an order of magnitude) and related hadron ring 
improvements:   "
copper coating of beam pipe, beam diagnostics upgrade, RF system upgrade!
"
                       Luminosity above 1034 cm-2 s-1 can be reached!
   "

 3 

strong focusing to achieve the β*=5 cm for both beams. The electron and hadron beams are 
brought into the collision with a 10 mrad crossing angle. Crab cavities are employed to prevent 
loss of luminosity due to the crossing angle. 

The present RHIC accelerator uses superconducting magnets to circulate hadron beams in 
two rings of 3834 m circumference. The wide energy reach of RHIC provides a natural opportunity 
to operate eRHIC over a wide range of center-of-mass collision energies. Existing proven 
accelerator technologies, exploited in RHIC and its injectors to produce and preserve proton beam 
polarization, will provide the highly polarized proton beam required for the eRHIC experiments. 
Modifications of the present RHIC machine for the eRHIC era include new quadrupole and dipole 
magnets in two interaction regions with experimental detectors, a hadron delay line for electron-
hadron frequency matching, and additional Siberian Snakes for acceleration of polarized 3He+2. 
Also, a cooling device will be added with the purpose of producing small transverse and 
longitudinal beam emittances.  

 

3.1.2 Design Beam Parameters and Luminosities 
 
Based on the fact that electrons, accelerated by the linear accelerator, collide with the 

protons (or ions) accelerated and stored in the circular machine, the eRHIC collision scheme is 
called the “linac-ring” scheme. This scheme has been chosen for eRHIC because of several clear 
advantages it brings in luminosity and electron polarization. On the luminosity side the “linac-ring” 
scheme overcomes one of the fundamental luminosity limitations of the “ring-ring” scheme from 
circulating electron beam quality deterioration caused by many repeating beam-beam interactions. 
Unlike the electron beam circulating in a storage ring, the electron beam from a linac passes through 
the collision point(s) only once. Hence, a beam-beam interaction of much higher strength can be 
allowed, paving the way to higher luminosity. The luminosity of the “linac-ring” scheme can be 
written as a function of the hadron beam parameters:  

  , 

where  is the hadron classical radius, ξh is the hadron beam-beam parameter,  is 
the hadron beta-function at the interaction point, Nh is the hadron bunch intensity, γh is the hadron 
relativistic factor and Z is the hadron charge. fc is the collision frequency, which is the same as the 
bunch repetition rate. 

The geometric loss factor Hhg arises from luminosity loss due to the hour-glass effect and the 
crossing angle. With a 10 mrad crossing angle at the eRHIC collision points, the crab-crossing 
technique has to be employed to prevent luminosity loss.  

The Hp parameter represents the luminosity enhancement resulting from the pinching of the 
electron beam size at the collision point caused by the hadron beam focusing force.  

The design luminosity and choice of beam parameters are influenced by both physical limits 
and practical considerations. Some of these limitations, such as the maximum limits for the hadron 
beam-beam and space-charge parameters for hadrons come from operational and experimental 
observations at RHIC or other hadron colliders. Others, like the choice of β* or the polarized 
electron beam current, are defined by the limits of accelerator technology. Considerations of the 
operational cost of the machine limit the electron beam power loss caused by synchrotron radiation.  
The major limits assumed for the beam and accelerator parameters are: 

• Polarized electron average current: Ie  ≤  50 mA 
• Minimum β* = 5 cm (for both electrons and hadrons) 
• Hadron space-charge tune shift:  ΔQsp ≤ 0.035 

L = fcξh
γh
βh
*
ZNh

rh
HhgH p

rh = Z
2e2 /Mc2 βh

*
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Luminosity vs CEM 

©  T. Roser 

Factors defining eRHIC 
luminosity: 
•  Electron source current 
•  Electron synchrotron 

radiation 
•  Hadron beam-beam limit 
•  Hadron space charge limit 
•  Detector energy asymmetry 

requirements 
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Why FFAG eRHIC? 

Operation cost saving: potential of using permanent magnet technology for 
FFAG beam lines. 

Dejan Trbojevic  
Campaining for NS-FFAG eRHIC approach for many 
years. 

Main arguments for using FFAG  for beam recirculation: 

Until 2013 the high luminosity ERL-based eRHIC has been designed with 
individual recirculation passes.  25.1  GeV  

20.2 GeV  

15.3 GeV  

10.4 GeV  

30.0  GeV  

5.50 GeV  

Construction cost saving: 2 FFAG beam lines instead of 
numerous separate recirculation passes . 
Other view: Possibility to reach higher electron beam energy at 
the same cost. 

 1 

  

eRHIC Design Study  
An Electron-Ion Collider at BNL 

 

 

 
 

September 2014   
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Demonstrating feasibility of NS-FFAG lattice 
design approach 

•  Optimization of FFAG cell design to minimize synchrotron radiation, 
orbit spread, path length spread, …"

"
•  Development of the lattice solutions for detector bypasses, straight 

sections, arc-to-straight matching sections, a technique for 
extraction into the IR beamline from the FFAG beamline."

"
•  Beam orbit measurements and corrections in the FFAG beam lines"

Theoretical analysis methods  and simulation tools have been 
developed to resolve the listed tasks.!
   !
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NS-FFAG approach for eRHIC 

•  Non-Scaling Fixed Field Alternating Gradient (NS-FFAG) approach is used for 
eRHIC recirculation passes. It can transport large energy range."

•  eRHIC FFAG cell is comprised of two quadrupoles  (F & D) whose magnetic axes 
are shifted horizontally with respect to each other by an offset Δ ."

      It can be considered as strongly focusing, bent FODO cell !
 Small quadrupole offsets bend the beams adiabatically if bend radius is much larger than cell length!

•  Orbit and optics dependence on the energy can be accurately found in paraxial 
approximation"

 
F"

F"
F"

D"D"

θ θ 

L=2(lF+lD+2d) 

High energy FFAG cell 

© D.Trbojevic © V. Litvinenko 
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FFAG Recirculation Passes"
Cell parameters for both FFAGs 

© D.Trbojevic, S. Brooks 

FFAG lattice was thoroughly 
optimized on several factors:"
•  energy acceptance "
•  orbit spread "
•  time-of-flight spread "
•  synchrotron radiation power"

Transition from arc section to straight section is done by 
gradual reduction of quadrupole offsets 
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 66 

  

 
Figure 3-20: Three types of correction coils. (a) – horizontal dipole field corrector (water-cooled coil); (b) – 
vertical dipole field corrector; (c) – quadrupole field corrector. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-21: eRHIC FFAG cell magnet of Hallbach type. Different colors corresponds different 
magnetization orientation of permanent magnet blocks. Correction coils are shown in red color. 
 

3.3.5 Splitter and Combiner 
 

The main function of the Splitter is to transport and optically match the beam bunches from 
the exit of the ERL to the entrance of the FFAG arc. The function of the Combiner is the same as 
that of the Splitter but in the opposite order (from the FFAG arc exit to the ERL entrance). Since the 
Splitter/Combiner places the beam bunches into separate beam lines it can also be used for beam 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

 65 

 
Figure 3-18: Magnet cross-section and magnetic flux plot. Light blue areas are permanent magnet material.  

 

 
 

Figure 3-19: Field plot By vs. X and gradient plot G vs. X. 
 
Figure 3-18 shows one of possible magnet designs and the corresponding flux plot. The 

magnet is symmetric and only the upper-half is shown. The light blue areas represent the permanent 
magnetic material blocks, whose magnetization directions are indicated by arrows. Figure 3-19 
shows that a field gradient over 50 T/m was reached (required 49.5 T/m), and that the gradient error 
is less than 2E-3.  

Compared with electromagnets, the usual permanent magnets have disadvantages: (a) they 
have temperature effects because the remnant induction (Br) is a function of temperature; (b) the 
magnetic fields (and gradients) will not be adjustable while the tuning is necessary since 
misalignments always exist and often vary. 

Our corresponding solutions are: (a) use passive temperature compensators  (a binary Ni-Fe 
alloy) as Fermilab implemented in their antiproton Recycler [106], to stabilize the magnetic fields 
and gradients during ambient temperature drifts; (b) design correction coils, mounted in space 
between the magnet and the vacuum chambers, powered by small current supplies, to adjust the 
orbit positions and field gradients. Figure 3-20 shows three types of correction coils we have 
designed to provide fine tunings for horizontal/vertical steering, and for field gradient adjustments. 
These correction coils are current-dominated and their field quality is well preserved. Since the 
horizontal dipole field correction coil requires watercooling one may consider using a separate 
corrector magnet instead of it. Another possible design of permanent magnet, Hallbach type, is 
shown in Figure 3-21. 

 

Permanent Magnet Design 

Sm2Co17  

low-carbon magnetic steel   

© W. Meng 
²  FFAG lattice can be realized  

with permanent magnets"
²  Expected construction and 

operational cost savings"
²  Expected field quality < 10-2"
²  SmCo: acceptable Br,           

good temperature stability, 
exceptional radation resistance "

Different designs of 50 T/m permanent magnet 
have been under consideration. 
Including 1% dipole and quadrupole 
correction coils. 
 

Hybrid magnet 

© N. Tsoupas 
Halbach magnet 
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e-Beam Bunch Pattern"
•  The bunch pattern is defined by 

the length of electron 
circumference."

•   Presently one RF bucket shift 
between the bunches. 
Half-bucket shift at the top 
energy pass."

•  ~ 900 ns gap to eliminate ion 
accumulation"

•  For orbit measurements of 
individual passes: bunches in the 
gap are introduced.  
Every 16 RHIC revolution 
periods inject one bunch into the 
gap. !

BPM bunches"

Bunch pattern  
in the Linac 
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Beam Spreader and Combiner 
© N. Tsoupas 

Linac Arcs 

•  Placed on either side of the linac to 
separate/combine the 16 beams 
with different energies between 
FFAG arcs and CW Linac"

•  Match optical function from the arc 
to the linac"

•  Ensure isochronous one turn 
transport:"

     path length and R56 corrections !
•  Betatron phase advance adjusters"

 

²  15 cm horizontal separation between individual lines 

²  Some of the lines are folded into the vertical plane to 
reduce path length difference 

²  Vertical magnet chicanes are used for pathlength 
correction 
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Electron Polarization in eRHIC 
•  90% longitudinally polarized e-beam from 

DC gun with super-lattice GaAs-
photocathode with polarization sign reversal 
by changing helicity of laser photons."

•  Only longitudinal polarization is needed in 
the IPs. "

•  eRHIC avoids  lengthy spin rotator 
insertions. Cost saving."

•  Integer number of 180-degrees spin 
rotations between the gun and IPs"

•  With the linac energy of 1.322 GeV the 
polarization is longitudinal at both 
experimental IPs"

•  To achieve 80% polarization up to 21.2 GeV 
harmonic cavities are used for the energy 
spread reduction"

Polarized  
e-gun 

ϕd, γd 

ϕ0, γ0 

ϕ	
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Hadron-Electron Synchronization 

Presently solution: 
 
Ø   Hadron delay   
  Radial orbit offset in hadron ring: 
  Up to 16 cm path lengthening ability. 
   
Ø  The RF harmonic switching method; 
    Used to operate with the hadron 
energies <50 GeV/n 

Main synchronization condition:  
the electron and hadron bunch repetition frequencies at the collision points have 
to be the same:       
     fbe = fbh 
 
The hadron bunch frequency (at the fixed circumference) depends on the hadron 
energy 
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SRF Linac 

Multipass beam-breakup thresholds 
for 16 pass operation (simulation results) 

HOM frequency spread 

Energy Recovery Linac: "
•  422 MHz SRF cavities"
•  120 m cold length "
•  no quadrupoles "

The beta function in the linac for 16 passes.  
The horizontal and vertical optics are identical.  
The grid lines separates the optics of each pass.  

©  Y. Hao 

Additional SRF systems:"
Ø  Energy loss compensation "
      (2nd harmonic)"
Ø  Energy spread reduction"
     (3rd or 5th harmonic)"
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Beam Dynamics 

•  Beam-beam"
•  e-beam disruption (emittance increase by ~30%)!
•  Luminosity enhancement by e-beam pinching: 33%!
•  Kink instability of hadron beam: "
     the feedback system (50-300 MHz) damps the 
instability!
•  Hadron beam heating by electron parameter noise"

•  Multi-pass BBU  "
•  Single bunch BBU "
•  Electron-ion interactions"

•  Gap is introduced to prevent ion accumulation"
•  Fast ion instability simulations"

•  Energy spread due to impedances: 
~18 MeV"

   Compensation schemes are under  
studies!
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Results#for#two#FFAG#rings#with#23#passes,#15.9#GeV#top#energy#and#50#mA#current#

bpm#readings:#Low#
energy#FFAG#ring#

bpm#readings:#High#
energy#FFAG#ring#

Close#orbits#are#
removed#

Close#orbits#are#
removed#

•  The#gaps#between#electron#111#bunch#
trains#seems#enough#to#stabilize#the#fast#
ion#instability.#

•  Without#the#gaps,#simula4on#shows#that#
the#maximal#transverse#oscilla4on#
amplitude#reaches#6%#of#the#rms#beam#size#
in#the#low#energy#ring#and#3.5%#of#the#rms#
beam#size#in#the#high#energy#ring.#

© G. Wang 

e-ion 
instability 
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Interaction Region with β* = 5 cm"

•  10 mrad crossing angle with crab-
crossing"

•  Large enough aperture IR SC 
magnets for forward collision 
products and with field-free 
passage for electron beam"

•  Recent IR design improvements on  
the magnet design with electron 
passage and integration of "

    detector components"
•  90 degree lattice and beta-beat in 

adjacent arcs (ATS) to reach β* of 
5 cm and provide effective 
chromatic corrections!

   "

Crab-cavities 

p 
e 

Electron passage is 
arranged  between SC 
coils of hadron magnet 

© B. Parker 
Forward 
detector 

components 
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eRHIC R&D"
"
•  Prototyping of Gatling Gun polarized electron source"

•  Coherent electron Cooling PoP using 40 GeV/n Au beams in RHIC"
•  High average current ERL to support operation with high current e-beam"
•  Prototype eRHIC ERL with FFAG arcs (@ Cornell ?)"
•  Development of high gradient crab cavities within LARP"
•  Development of polarized He-3 (underway in collaboration with MIT)"
"

" ""Gatling gun"

CeC PoP"

QWR crab-cavity design (BNL) 
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50 mA polarized electron source R&D 
 

§ Prototype with 20 potential cathodes has 
been built 
§ Photo current from two cathodes during 
first test at Stangenes Industries (CA) 
§ End of 2014: test with two cathodes in Stony 
Brook 
       

BNL Gatling Gun: 
the current from multiple 
cathodes is merged 

I. Ben-Zvi 
V. Litvinenko 

J. Skaritka 
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Proof-of-principle CeC Experiment in RHIC IP2 

Helical Wiggler 

Kicker Section 
Modulator Section 

Beam Dump 

Accelerator 
Section Buncher 

Cavities 

!

@ A. Fedotov 

© V.N. Litvinenko,  I. Pinayev, G. Wang … 

Proof-of-principle demonstration planned with  
40 GeV/n Au beam in RHIC (2016)"
Aim : to demonstrate longitudinal cooling of 40 GeV/u 
Au ion bunch in RHIC 

Gun 

Coherent Electron Cooling: "
•  Idea proposed by Y. Derbenev in 1980, novel 

scheme with full evaluation developed by V. 
Litvinenko."

•  Fast cooling of high energy hadron beams is 
necessary for eRHIC luminosity"

•  Made possible by high  brightness electron beams 
and FEL technology"
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•  ERL test facility at BNL. 
       E=20 MeV 
•  Test of high current, high 

brightness ERL operation 
•  SC RF gun was tested at 

2MV 
•  The beam from the gun 

expected by the end of 2014 
•  Recirculation: 2015/16 

Energy Recovery Linac Test Facility 

Cryo-module	


e- 15 – 20 MeV	


SC RF 
Gun	


e-  2.5MeV	
 Beam 
dump	


 	
50 kW 700 MHz	

transmitter	


Magnets, 
vacuum	


	


Controls &	

Diagnostics	


	


Laser	

1 MW 	


700 MHz	

Klystron	


e- 	

2.5 MeV	
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eRHIC Schedule"

Tentative(schedule(for(eRHIC

Fiscal'year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

''RHIC'I/II'operations Beam'Energy'Scan'Phase'2
RHIC

p+A'200 Au+Au'200 √s=9.1,7.7 √s<20'GeV Au+Au,'p+p,'p+A

p+p'200 62'GeV'or'p+p'500'GeV

CeC'Proof'of'Principle

Optimal(STAR(HFT

PHENIX(MPCAEX

STAR(FMS(and(Preshower(Upgrade Possible'HCAL Possible'Forward'Upgrade

STAR(Roman(Pots(Phase(2*

Low(Energy(RHIC(Electron(Cooling((LEReC)

LEReC(Energy(Upgrade

9(MHZ(RF(Upgrade

STAR(iTPC
STAR(Operation
PHENIX(Operation
Decommission(PHENIX

sPHENIX
sPHENIX(Engineering(Run

Accelerator(Technical(Infrastructure(Upgrade

eRHIC

R&D/PED/Design'(CD0XCD3) Projects/Construction'(CD3XCD4) Operations/physics

RHIC'with'sPHENIX
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Summary"

•  The	  present	  cost-‐effec@ve	  design	  of	  ERL-‐based	  eRHIC	  relies	  on	  
FFAG	  laFce	  of	  recircula@on	  passes	  and	  reaches	  high	  luminosity	  
(>	  1033	  cm-‐2	  s-‐1)	  up	  to	  125	  GeV	  CM	  energy	  and	  145	  GeV	  CM	  
energy	  for	  somewhat	  lower	  luminosity.	  

•  Studies	  of	  design	  issues	  specific	  for	  the	  FFAG	  laFce	  approach	  
have	  not	  revealed	  showstoppers.	  	  Solu@ons	  have	  been	  found	  for	  
the	  op@mal	  FFAG	  laFce,	  spreader/combiner,	  orbit	  measurement	  
and	  correc@on,	  ion	  gap	  forma@on	  …	  .	  

•  R&D	  is	  under	  way	  on	  high	  current	  polarized	  electron	  source	  
(Gatling	  Gun),	  strong	  hadron	  cooling	  (Coherent	  electron	  Cooling)	  
and	  high	  current	  ERL	  with	  key	  results	  coming	  in	  next	  two	  years.	  
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Luminosity versus Beam Energy"
•  Luminosity versus hadron beam 

energy"
•  For 15.9 GeV electron energy or 

less"
•  Limited by hadron beam-beam 

parameter above 100 GeV and 
space charge below 100 GeV"

•  Luminosity versus electron beam 
energy"
•  Limited by maximum SR power of 

12 MW above 15.9 GeV"
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Crab-crossing 

06/25/13 

Idea Introduced  by R. B. Palmer SLAC PUB 
4832 

Used at KEK B-factory 

   
ü    Fundamental +3rd  + 5th ,  

  ffund= 183 MHz, Vfund = 24 MV,  V3rd=1.3 MV, V5th =0.09 MV 
OR   
     Fundamental +2nd  + 3rd   
     ffund= 244 MHz, Vfund = 22 MV,  V2nd=4.4 MV, V3th =0.5 MV 
 
ü Crab-cavity design on the basis of the quarter wave SRF cavities has been 
developed 

@ V. Litvinenko, I. Ben-Zvi,  
S. Belomestnykh, Q. Wu 

QWR crab-cavity design (BNL) 

RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 


